How To Read Your Statement
At Dell Financial Services, our
commitment to providing you, our valued
customers, with quality service and
support is something we take very
seriously. We’ve made some changes to
how your statement is organized and the
types of information we present to make
it easier for you to understand and read
your monthly statement.
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Below you will find a list of these changes
and why they are important to you.
1. The new vertical layout of your
statement will make it easier for you to
locate important information about your
account.
2. In this location, we’ve created an
area that provides a broad look at your
monthly account activity. This space will
also include notices relating to Late and
Minimum payments. PLEASE TAKE
NOTE of your payment due date, as it
may have changed. Beginning with this
statement, your payment will now be due
on the same day each month.
3. In this space, we will disclose to you
how long it will take you to pay off your
balance, along with the total amount you
will eventually pay, if you continue to
make ONLY the required minimum
monthly payment and make no additional
purchases. We will also inform you of
what your monthly payment should be if
you wish to pay off your balance within 3
years.
4. Our contact information is located
here.
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5. When we have special notices or
information concerning your account, we
will communicate them to you here.
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6. We’ve added information about any
fees or other charges that have been
assessed to your account since your last
statement. In this location, you’ll be
shown an itemized list of any transactions
that have been billed, along with totals for
that specific billing cycle.
7. Additionally, in this location, we’ll
clearly inform you of how much you’ve
been charged in fees and interest for the
calendar year.
As always, you can find definitions and
explanations for terms on the back of your
statement or by contacting us using the
information provided on your statement.
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